downloaded from the Ensembl web page (http://www.ensembl.org). In making the corresponding annotation file for the OregonR genome we employed MUMMER For each candidate position, we require at least 2 and 5 reads for each allele in the flexible and stringent threshold sets, accordingly. We employed SAMTOOLS 5, 6 mpileup to extract the reads covering each position. Sites that contain stars in SAMTOOLS mpileup tracks are also discarded (They present evidence for small insertions and deletions near a candidate site). ; and second, read ends at splice junctions are prone to being misaligned. 8 We also filter sites where two or more alleles are observed other than the reference allele.
To filter known variations, we use Ensembl fly variant file http://uswest.ensembl.org/info/data/ftp/index.html (Ensembl release 74). Because variations reported in the file only contains variations of chromosomes X, 2 and 3, we ignored all predictions from other regions.
We filter candidates with log likelihood score smaller than 3. Additionally, we require editing ratio to be between 0.03 and 0.97, in order to lower the chance of including homozygous sites in our predictions, DEXSEQ cuts the exons into multiple parts (see 12 for more details) and analyses their usage separately. Each of these exonic parts are considered as an exon in our analysis when we investigate the potential inter-relation between editing and splicing, however, we only report the ones that are longer than 10 nucleotides. Additionally, when we compare two tissues, we only consider genes that are predicted to have FPKM In our analysis, we classify exonic regions into two groups: for each gene, we put all the exons in all the transcripts together; then we find the union of these exonic regions. Next, for each region, if the region constitutes multiple exons that are not identical, we call the region an exonic region with multiple acceptor/donor sites. The other group contains all the other exonic regions.
When we searched for structural features using TRANSAT, 14 we only considered those helices that contain at least 8 base-pairs. The 15 fly species alignment was downloaded from USCS (http://genome.ucsc.edu) for regions of interest. We added 
